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I. The First Committee held only one meeting this session 2. The working group of 21 concentrated on negotiations
to hear my report on the work done regarding our mandate regarding the Preparatory Commission. In accordance with a
during the resumed tenth session. I do not wish to report here previous agreement, it was co-chaired by the President of the
in full detail on the content of this report (A/CONF.62/C.I/ Conference and the Chairman of the First Committee. The
L.29). discussions of this resumed session were based primarily on a
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draft prepared by the co-Chairmen, which attempted to reflect
suggestions for improvements made during previous nego-
tiating endeavours, contained in document WG.21/Informal
Paper 15 of 6 August 1981. On 12 August 1981, the co-ordi-
nator of the Group of 77 submitted informal suggestions out-
lining the position of his Group (WG.21/Informal Paper 16).
That document also included some of the agreed provisions as
well as novel ideas. At the end of the second reading, the Presi-
dent and I prepared a further text (WG.21/Informal Paper 17
of 26 August 1981), which will be presented to the working
group of 21 at the next session. As I emphasized at the meeting
of the First Committee, it is undesirable for any detailed com-
ment to be made thereon until such time as it has been properly
presented to the working forum for which it is intended. The
document is informal and is still subject to negotiations in the
appropriate forum.

3. On the whole, it is my view that some progress was
made on this subject, even if it for undeclared reasons, which it
would appear to me cannot be far removed from timing, may
not rightly be described in the superlative degree. It would
appear that some of the delegations were not ready for final
results concerning some aspects of outstanding problems. I
have no doubt that they will be forthcoming if the Conference
does decide to make our next session the final and decision-
making session of our historical endeavours.

4. Although it was not said openly, it would appear that
the nagging problem of preparatory investment protection
continued to slow the pace of progress. The negotiating effort
had, as it were, to grapple with an absent contender. The
United States delegation withdrew the only proposal before
the Committee and none of the Western European industrial-
ized countries appeared to be in a position to put up new ones.
I believe that the inter-sessional period can be fruitfully util-
ized by the interested parties to share their concerns and har-
monize their thinking on this subject in order to promote pro-
ductive discussions on the subject at the next session.

5. I discussed in some detail the outstanding problems with
regard to the production policies of the Authority, especially
as it relates to articles 150 and 151. It has been clear that
although the draft convention has brought consensus nearer,
some room may well exist for enlarging, not destroying, the
scope of that consensus. I am of the opinion that a solution
to the problem posed by some developing countries, which are
land-based producers of cobalt and manganese, and those
operating low-grade nickel deposits need not disturb the
fundamental structure of the production limitation provisions
now contained in the draft convention. I cannot fail to empha-
size the importance of seeking a balance which, on the one
hand, will stimulate sea-bed mining in response to our funda-
mental objectives expressed in article 150 and, on the other
hand, ensure that we do not take measures which will have
serious adverse effects on the fragile economies of several
developing countries.

6. I refer to the issue of unfair economic practices in my
report to the plenary, contained in document A/CONF.62/
L.70 of 16 April 1981. The delegation of Australia made a pro-
posal, among other matters, to the effect that States parties in
the production, processing, transport and marketing of min-
erals and commodities, derived from the resources of the area,
should avoid economic practices which cause, or threaten to

cause, material injury to the interest of another State party. 1
have encouraged the private informal initiative of Ambassador
Brennan of Australia on this matter and invited him to inform
the Committee about the results of his initiative.

7. In the same report at our last meeting in New York, I
informed the plenary that there were continuing contacts
between interested parties concerning the problem raised by
some less industrialized Western States with regard to their
suggestions for an increase in minimum representation for the
geographical groups ir. the Council. I requested Dr. Pinto to
inform me of the thinking of the interested parties and I can
only, in all honesty, report that I know of no contacts between
interested parties during this session. The concern of the
Western States I have mentioned, as 1 see it, was not intended
to challenge the existing consensus on the question of the
Council. I would ask them to inform me in the future of any
hope for solution tha: may emerge from their consultations
with other groups.

8. The First Committee has taken note of the indicative
vote in the informal plenary, in which it was clear that Jamaica
will enjoy the privilege of hosting the International Sea-bed
Authority and the organs we are creating under it. I was per-
sonally very proud of the decency with which all three candi-
dates conducted their bid for the headquarters of the Author-
ity. I believe that a decision to focus on developing countries in
the creation of new international organizations is a progressive
one and that historians will look at this generation with great
admiration. I do not believe that the other developing coun-
tries which lost their bids need lose heart. The trend is defi-
nitely on. One may expect, for instance, that realism will once
again prevail and that a poor developing country, like Fiji,
may favourably be considered as an operations, research and
practical training base for the Enterprise, having regard to its
proximity to the anticipated region of activities in the area.
Consideration will undoubtedly be given, during the life of the
Authority, to establishing other activities, for example a cen-
tre for training of personnel in disciplines related to sea-bed
mining, in other developing countries, including Malta and
Yugoslavia. I mention this merely as food for thought and do
not venture to make a suggestion at a time which may not be
appropriate.

9. Finally, I feel duty-bound to express my conviction that
with the right political will, nothing should impede the ter-
mination of the work of the First Committee at our next ses-
sion. 1 should like to appeal to all delegations represented at
this Conference to return to the next session fully armed with
the determination to conclude the outstanding work under
Part XI in order to ensure that we present to posterity condi-
tions of peace, security and co-operation in the ocean space
which will benefit all of mankind.

10. In closing I wish to express my gratitude to you, Mr.
President, for your kind co-operation and guidance during this
session. I wish to assure you of my continued dedication to the
heavy task that you and I bear in relation to the conclusion of
the convention of the law of the sea. I should like to draw
attention also to the expressions of gratitude which are paid to
the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and his
staff, to members of :my bureau and to ail delegations, without
whose co-operation zmd dedication no success in the work of
the First Committee would be possible.
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